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a list of famous people chosen mainly from the
nineteenth twentieth or twenty first centuries
this list includes famous actors politicians
entrepreneurs writers artists and humanitarians
marilyn monroe 1926 1962 american actress singer
model let s take a look at some of the men and
women who have made their mark on society either
in politics technology or culture and have become
household names this list isn t exhaustive by any
means but it s a good place to start if you want
to know more about the most influential people of
all time 1 from pioneers leaders and titans to
artists innovators and icons these are the most
influential people of 2021 this is a list of 100
people who have changed the world for better or
worse also see people who made a difference and
changed the world for the better 1 jesus of
nazareth circa 5 bce 30 ce spiritual teacher
central figure of christianity 2 thomas jefferson
1743 1826 american president 1801 1809 these are
time s 100 most influential pioneers leaders
titans artists and icons of 2020 people who change
the world aren t always who you expect they re
housewives sisters and ordinary people believe in
a better world the people ideas and places that
have shaped the most influential people in the
world time 100 is a list of the top 100 most
influential people assembled by the american news
magazine time first published in 1999 as the
result of a debate among american academics
politicians and journalists the list is now a
highly publicized annual event time s 100 most
influential people 2021 from gold medallists to
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grammy award winning musicians the time100 is a
snapshot of the world s most influential people
over the last 12 months the edition is split into
six sections icons titans artists leaders pioneers
and innovators the 100 most famous people and
historical figures in history ranked by their
popularity on on this day and their related
historical events 1 adolf hitler 2 henry viii 3
napoléon bonaparte 4 george washington 5 benito
mussolini 6 joseph stalin 7 mahatma gandhi 8 john
f kennedy 9 steve jobs 10 charles i 11 elizabeth
ii 12 featuring historical figures interesting men
and impactful people this list of the world s most
legendary figures have had all kinds of effects on
the biggest and historic events and modern era
figures also deserve to be listed here zendaya
adele pete davidson and dozens of others have been
named in the 2022 time100 an annual list of the
100 most influential people serving important
roles in entertainment politics the people who
influenced history the most the movers and shakers
from ancient times until today have one thing in
common they challenged the status quo by and large
they were rebels who were willing to take on
established norms and traditions the book consists
of 100 entries as well as an appendix of honorable
mentions each entry is a short biography of the
person followed by hart s thoughts on how this
person was influential and changed the course of
human history insider rounded up famous people who
found success in their 30s 40s or later the list
includes the likes of eric yuan arianna huffington
and laverne cox who are some of the most famous
figures in history we introduce 100 notable
historical figures from medieval monarchs to 20th
century despots hatshepsut c1507 bc c1458 bc
ancient egyptian pharaoh one of only a few known
ancient egyptian female pharaohs hatshepsut
reigned in her own right from c1473 58 bc to pick
our 80 octogenarians and nonagenarians and
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centenarians we tried to measure influence broadly
we especially weighed significant achievements
after 80 and current relevance though updated aug
2 2022 12 27 pm pdt actor and director sean penn
attends a press briefing at the presidential
office in kyiv ukraine ukrainian presidential
press service handout via reuters 100 of the most
famous people alive how many have you heard of 2
480 users 28 430 views made by chongtosh avg score
82 of 100 82 required scores 1 74 85 89 93 list
stats leaders vote print comments how many have
you heard of page 1 of 3 1 2 3 50 cent 2 adele 3
angelina jolie 4 ariana grande 5 barack obama 1
alan turing who indirectly ended the nazi rule and
shortened the second world war image source alan
turing gave us modern computers and that saved
enough lives already but his greatest
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list of top 100 famous people
biography online

May 18 2024

a list of famous people chosen mainly from the
nineteenth twentieth or twenty first centuries
this list includes famous actors politicians
entrepreneurs writers artists and humanitarians
marilyn monroe 1926 1962 american actress singer
model

50 influential people who changed
the world forever

Apr 17 2024

let s take a look at some of the men and women who
have made their mark on society either in politics
technology or culture and have become household
names this list isn t exhaustive by any means but
it s a good place to start if you want to know
more about the most influential people of all time
1

time100 the most influential
people of 2021 time

Mar 16 2024

from pioneers leaders and titans to artists
innovators and icons these are the most
influential people of 2021
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100 people who changed the world
biography online

Feb 15 2024

this is a list of 100 people who have changed the
world for better or worse also see people who made
a difference and changed the world for the better
1 jesus of nazareth circa 5 bce 30 ce spiritual
teacher central figure of christianity 2 thomas
jefferson 1743 1826 american president 1801 1809

time 100 the most influential
people of 2020 time

Jan 14 2024

these are time s 100 most influential pioneers
leaders titans artists and icons of 2020

15 people who changed the world
and history reader s digest

Dec 13 2023

people who change the world aren t always who you
expect they re housewives sisters and ordinary
people believe in a better world

the 100 most influential people
time

Nov 12 2023

the people ideas and places that have shaped the
most influential people in the world
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time 100 wikipedia

Oct 11 2023

time 100 is a list of the top 100 most influential
people assembled by the american news magazine
time first published in 1999 as the result of a
debate among american academics politicians and
journalists the list is now a highly publicized
annual event

100 most influential people in
the world for 2021 according

Sep 10 2023

time s 100 most influential people 2021 from gold
medallists to grammy award winning musicians the
time100 is a snapshot of the world s most
influential people over the last 12 months the
edition is split into six sections icons titans
artists leaders pioneers and innovators

top 100 most famous people in
history on this day

Aug 09 2023

the 100 most famous people and historical figures
in history ranked by their popularity on on this
day and their related historical events 1 adolf
hitler 2 henry viii 3 napoléon bonaparte 4 george
washington 5 benito mussolini 6 joseph stalin 7
mahatma gandhi 8 john f kennedy 9 steve jobs 10
charles i 11 elizabeth ii 12
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the most influential people of
all time ranker

Jul 08 2023

featuring historical figures interesting men and
impactful people this list of the world s most
legendary figures have had all kinds of effects on
the biggest and historic events and modern era
figures also deserve to be listed here

zendaya adele pete davidson
listed as influential people on

Jun 07 2023

zendaya adele pete davidson and dozens of others
have been named in the 2022 time100 an annual list
of the 100 most influential people serving
important roles in entertainment politics

40 of the most influential people
of all time history

May 06 2023

the people who influenced history the most the
movers and shakers from ancient times until today
have one thing in common they challenged the
status quo by and large they were rebels who were
willing to take on established norms and
traditions

the 100 a ranking of the most
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influential persons in history

Apr 05 2023

the book consists of 100 entries as well as an
appendix of honorable mentions each entry is a
short biography of the person followed by hart s
thoughts on how this person was influential and
changed the course of human history

30 people who became highly
successful later in life

Mar 04 2023

insider rounded up famous people who found success
in their 30s 40s or later the list includes the
likes of eric yuan arianna huffington and laverne
cox

historical figures 100 list of
the most famous people

Feb 03 2023

who are some of the most famous figures in history
we introduce 100 notable historical figures from
medieval monarchs to 20th century despots
hatshepsut c1507 bc c1458 bc ancient egyptian
pharaoh one of only a few known ancient egyptian
female pharaohs hatshepsut reigned in her own
right from c1473 58 bc

the most influential 80 plus year
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olds in america

Jan 02 2023

to pick our 80 octogenarians and nonagenarians and
centenarians we tried to measure influence broadly
we especially weighed significant achievements
after 80 and current relevance though

celebrities who have saved lives
and are real life heroes

Dec 01 2022

updated aug 2 2022 12 27 pm pdt actor and director
sean penn attends a press briefing at the
presidential office in kyiv ukraine ukrainian
presidential press service handout via reuters

100 of the most famous people
alive list challenges

Oct 31 2022

100 of the most famous people alive how many have
you heard of 2 480 users 28 430 views made by
chongtosh avg score 82 of 100 82 required scores 1
74 85 89 93 list stats leaders vote print comments
how many have you heard of page 1 of 3 1 2 3 50
cent 2 adele 3 angelina jolie 4 ariana grande 5
barack obama

11 amazing people who literally
saved millions of lives

Sep 29 2022
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1 alan turing who indirectly ended the nazi rule
and shortened the second world war image source
alan turing gave us modern computers and that
saved enough lives already but his greatest
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